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Abstract: The movements of animals, people, and vehicles are embedded in a geographic
context. This context influences the movement and may cause the formation of certain
behavioral responses. Thus, it is essential to include context parameters in the study of
movement and the development of movement pattern analytics. Advances in sensor tech-
nologies and positioning devices provide valuable data not only of moving agents but also
of the circumstances embedding the movement in space and time. Developing knowl-
edge discovery methods to investigate the relation between movement and its surround-
ing context is a major challenge in movement analysis today. In this paper we show how
to integrate geographic context into the similarity analysis of movement data. For this, we
discuss models for geographic context of movement data. Based on this we develop simple
but efficient context-aware similarity measures for movement trajectories, which combine
a spatial and a contextual distance. These are based on well-known similarity measures
for trajectories, such as the Hausdorff, Fre´chet, or equal time distance. We validate our
approach by applying these measures to movement data of hurricanes and albatross.
Keywords: movement data, geographic context, spatiotemporal analytics, similarity mea-
sures, trajectory analysis, modeling context, environmental factors, Fre´chet distance, Haus-
dorff distance, equal time distance
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1 Introduction
Over the past years the availability of devices that can be used to track moving objects
(e.g., GPS systems, smart phones, geo-sensors, surveillance cameras, RFID tags, etc.) has
increased dramatically, leading to an explosive growth in movement data. Objects being
tracked range from animals and humans (e.g., for behavioral studies), vehicles (for traf-
fic modeling and prediction), to hurricanes, and sports players. Tracking an object gives
rise to a sequence of time-ordered points in space, called a trajectory. Naturally the goal
is not only to track objects but also to extract information and generate knowledge from
the resulting data. Consequently recent years have seen a significant increase of interest
in the development of analytical techniques and computational methods for the study of
movement [28].
The movement of animals, people, and vehicles is embedded in a geographic context.
In this study, the geographic context is identified as the locational circumstances of a moving
agent, which includes the external factors connected to the underlying landscape (e.g., to-
pography, land cover) or the surrounding environment (e.g., weather condition) in which
the movement takes places. This context both enables and limits movement. For instance,
cars are constrained to move on road networks and hurricanes cannot develop over cold
ocean currents. Variations in geographic context parameters may also cause certain behav-
ioral responses in moving agents. For instance, movement of soaring species is governed
and controlled via variation in wind speed and uplift [16]. Previous movement ecology
studies suggest that wind is a key factor in determining migration paths and short-term
flight patterns of pelagic birds [16]. For instances, Galapagos albatrosses (phoebastria ir-
rorata) make a clockwise movement pattern from/to the Galapagos Islands (where they
nest) to forage at the productive coastal areas of Peru. During their transit flights, albatross
outbound movements towards the Peruvian coast are hampered by head winds and hence
their trajectories take a more northern route and a winding pattern, while the return trajec-
tories follow a directional path facilitated by tail-wind assistance [16]. We will analyze this
data in Section 6, see also Figure 10.
Context has been an important part of research in geography and GIScience. In fact,
Tobler’s first law of Geography is based on the similarity in the proximate context of geo-
graphic entities [40]. There has been a large body of literature in GIScience on studying and
modeling the link between geographic phenomena and context through the classification
and characterization of neighborhood space. This includes the use of cellular automaton
models in the study of urban growth [14], agent-based models in behavioral studies [1,41],
and the least-cost path analysis [18], to name but a few. In those studies, the context of
neighboring space is used to characterize spatial or spatio-temporal phenomena. In this
study, we use geographic context as another discriminator for trajectory analysis. That is,
a movement trajectory can be identified not only based on how the agent moves but also
based on the characteristics of the surrounding environment and the underlying landscape
(i.e., geographic context). We therefore characterize movement similarity based on the na-
ture of space that the object is moving through.
A fundamental analysis task on trajectories is similarity analysis. It answers the ques-
tion: “How similar are the movements paths of two or more objects?” Similarity analysis
can be the basis of other tasks in Geographic Knowledge Discovery processes, such as
clustering, pattern recognition, simplification, or representation [31]. Also, it can be an
analysis task by itself, for instance in hurricane analysis. Hurricanes are known to follow
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similar paths, particularly when they form in close proximity of each other in space and
time [15]. Therefore, when a new hurricane evolves, meteorologists use past hurricanes
with a similar initial track for predicting the track of the developing hurricane, in partic-
ular the location of future recurvature points and landfalls. Hurricanes are also known to
be strongly influenced by geographic context, most importantly the underlying land/sea
structure, geographic latitude, surface temperature, and surface pressure [19]. Hurricanes
whose tracks are very similar in shape may still be very different in their nature. Con-
sider the hurricanes in Figure 1. Spatially, their trajectories are very similar. However, they
differ in geographic context (land/sea). When a hurricane hits land, its energy source—
the warm sea surface—is taken away, which will severely weaken it. This can cause two
similar hurricane tracks to differ in their nature, e.g., exhibit different intensities as they
evolve and therefore distractive impacts. Thus, it is crucial to distinguish these hurricanes.
Recognizing the significance of similarity analysis in movement research, this study aims
at integrating contextual parameters into the similarity analysis of movement trajectories.
Our goal in integrating context into the analysis is twofold: (1) to learn about the move-
ment from the context (e.g., an animal heading towards a goal made a detour because of an
obstacle), and (2) to learn about the context from the movement (if all tracks avoid an area,
there is likely an obstacle there). We develop context-aware similarity measures for the first
task: understanding movement based on context. These similarity measures allow to dis-
tinguish trajectories by their spatial component as well as their context, and hence enable
the investigation of the relation between geographic context and movement similarities.
Contribution and organization. In Section 2 we first discuss the background of our re-
search and related work. Then, in Section 3, we discuss models for geographic context that
allows us to integrate context into the analysis of movement data. In Section 4, we de-
velop simple but efficient context-aware algorithms for trajectory similarity analysis based
on our model. These combine a spatial and contextual distance and extend well-known
algorithms for trajectory similarity using the Fre´chet distance or the equal-time distance.
In Section 5, we extend our approach to make it robust to small changes in context. The
context of two trajectories clearly plays a significant role in similarity analysis. However, to
the best of our knowledge, we present the first context-aware approach to trajectory similarity
for movement not constrained to networks. In Section 6 we validate our approach by applying
it to tracks of hurricanes and albatross.
2 Background—movement analysis
The importance of temporal aspects of movement has attracted a range of studies in GI-
Science and related disciplines, including investigations of space-time settings (i.e., space-
time path, prism, and station) [26,30], modelingmoving objects and their collective dynam-
ics [20, 22], development of new analytical methods for movement pattern discovery [28],
exploratory data analysis [5, 42], and visual analytics techniques for movement [3].
A review of the literature reveals that the existing geographic knowledge discovery
(GKD) techniques for movement data, including similarity search techniques, are mostly
based on the geometric properties of the trajectories (i.e., the path of an object through
space and time) and embedding contextual variables has been ignored [33]. This has been
identified as pitfall of current methods for movement analysis [29, 37].
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Figure 1: Trajectories of hurricanes distinguished by context: tropical storm Chris 1988
(red), hurricane Bertha 1996 (blue), and Edouard 1996 (green).
In real world applications the movement of an organism is very much influenced by
its internal (i.e., the focal individual) as well as external factors (i.e., the environment and
underlying context) as suggested in the movement ecology paradigm by [35]. That is, geo-
graphic and environmental conditions can cause similar movement patterns and thus po-
tentially be considered an important indicator for the identification of similarities in move-
ment. Moreover, recent studies suggest that the collective dynamics of moving objects and
their movement patterns can be also influenced by the interaction between differentmobile
agents and presence of factors such as competition, attraction, or avoidance [32]. Hence, it
is essential to consider the external influential factors in movement analysis [17].
Integration of context in movement studies challenges the development of new meth-
ods for context-aware movement analysis [23]. There are many context-free approaches to
measure the similarity of trajectories, e.g., [15] and references therein. An exception is the
analysis of trajectories on road networks and subway systems [25, 38]. Here the known
underlying network reduces the dimensionality of the problem and leads to more efficient
algorithms and more meaningful results. However, for movement not constrained to a
network, hardly any context-aware analysis algorithms exist. A notable exception is the
work by [4] which uses an event based model as opposed to the geometric model we pro-
pose here. Besides geographic context, also temporal context can influence movement, e.g.,
people sleeping at night, and birds migrating in spring. Contrary to geographic context,
time is a natural component of trajectories, and some similarity measures take time into
account [9, 21, 34].
3 Modeling context
This section discusses models for geographic context that allow integration of context into
the algorithmic analysis of movement data. We first present various types of geographic
context that frequently occur and are relevant for movement data. For each type of context
suitable data models proposed in GIScience [11] and their properties are described. In the
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following section we will take one model, a polygonal subdivision, for integration into
similarity analysis.
• Network. Some entities are constrained to move on a network, e.g., cars on roads,
trains on tracks, boats on rivers, whereas other entities may be constrained to cross a
network only at certain points, e.g., people on foot, or exhibit movement in an open
space, e.g., bird movements.
Model: labeled geometric graph.
• Land cover. The type of land cover influences for instance the speed of an object, e.g.,
a hurricane is faster on water than on land.
Model: labeled polygonal subdivision.
• Obstacles. Some parts of geographic space are impassable for some entities, e.g.,
lakes for cars or pedestrians.
Model: set of polygons.
• Terrain. The slope and altitude of a location influence movement, e.g., cyclists are
faster downhill than uphill.
Model: grid or TIN.
• Ambient attributes. Geographic or environmental attributes, such as weather condi-
tions, orographic, and thermal uplifts.
Model: point, grid, vector data, or annotated information.
• Time. Moment or duration in temporal space as indicators of temporal patterns, such
as season, moon phase, time of day.
Model: attribute.
• Other agents Presence of other agents can cause the emergence of certain movement
patterns (e.g., attraction and competition among animals lead to particular behavioral
patterns such as courtship or fighting, respectively).
While other agents definitely influence movement, we will not discuss them further in this
paper, since they are not a form of geographic context.
Obstacles may be part of a network or land cover. Obstacles and attributes can also be
modeled as labeled polygonal subdivisions. Here, obstacles are modeled as a subdivision
of obstacles and non-obstacles. Attributes are modeled as a subdivision into zones of equal
attribute values. Also, several types of geographic context (e.g., land cover, properties of
the terrain, attributes) can be treated as further attributes of a trajectory. That is, each point
of the trajectory can be annotated by the geographic context value, e.g., type of land cover,
slope, temperature. However, this will not reveal if two points are in the same zone of
attribute values, i.e., the same region of land cover, or slope, or temperature.
Context may be discrete or continuous, i.e., it takes on discrete values, such as land cover,
or continuous values, such as temperature. This distinction plays a role when comparing
different contexts. However, trajectories are typically discrete themselves. Also, the influ-
ence of context depends on the scale at which it is considered [24]. We discuss this further
in Section 5. Furthermore, context may be dynamic or static, i.e., it may change over time or
not. A changing context needs to be taken into account when comparing trajectories that
occurred at different times, i.e., by using appropriate context values for each trajectory.
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Figure 2: Trajectories (in dashed, black) distinguished by geographic context (boundaries
shown in bold, blue).
Context influences movement in different ways. We can distinguish whether context
limits or enables movement, and whether it does so fully or partially. For instance, a road
network may limit movement fully or partially, e.g., a car will always stay on it, whereas a
tractor may leave it to go on a field. When we know a context has full influence we can use
it, for instance, to detect outliers. In our approach, we will not explicitly make use of the
distinctions limit/enable and partial/full. This would be an interesting path for future work.
Our framework is based on the movement paradigm by [35]. A moving agent has an
internal state (whymove?), a navigation capacity (when andwhere tomove?) and amotion
capacity (how to move?), and it is influenced by external factors (the environmental con-
text). These four components interact to produce the movement path. Although the move-
ment paradigm by Nathan et al. [35] was originally introduced for movement ecology, we
believe that a similar paradigm also applies to other domains. In particular, this is the case
for hurricane movements. A hurricane only forms under a favorable climatic conditions
in terms of wind speed, air pressure, and sea surface temperature. It cannot form on land,
or on cold water. Usually, when a hurricane hits land, its movement direction and speed
changes. Therefore, the internal state, navigation, and motion capacities of hurricanes are
highly related to external factors (ambient attributes and geographic context).
4 Context-aware similarity measures
Our goal is to define a similarity measure that takes into account the geographic context.
For this, we first ask: “How does geographic context influence the similarity of trajecto-
ries?” We claim that a fundamental influence of geographic context is that it may dis-
tinguish trajectories. For example, context distinguishes the hurricane tracks in Figure 1.
Figure 2 shows the most basic situations that can occur: in (a) two entities are moving in ar-
eas of different context, e.g., one on water, the other on land. In (b) two entities are moving
in areas of the same type of context (e.g., land), but are separated by a region of different
context (e.g., a river). These trajectories may appear similar when the geographic context
is not taken into account, but they differ when it is.
In our approach, we mainly consider geographic context that is modeled as a labeled
polygonal subdivision. As discussed in the previous section, this may model land cover,
obstacles, or attributes aggregated to zones. Thus it is an important model covering many
types of geographic context. In particular, land cover is an essential context in animal
ecology. Not covered by this model are networks and terrains. Nevertheless, the model can
be adapted for terrains using classification (e.g., topographic contour lines). For network-
constrained data, approaches of trajectory similarity exist [27, 39]. For attributes where an
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aggregation to zones would not be meaningful, a weighted multi-dimensional approach
can be taken (see Section 6).
Note that geographic context has further implications on similarity than distinguish-
ing trajectories with different contexts. Geographic context may influence attributes of a
movement paths (such as speed or sinuosity), which influence the similarity. For instance,
a person typically walks slower on sand than on a road. Thus, two spatially close trajecto-
ries on sand/roadmay not be considered similar when using a speed-dependent similarity
measure. Here, we address similarity measures that distinguish trajectories with differing
contexts. We see this as the most fundamental and general influence of geographic context
on trajectory similarity.
Problem statement. We are given two trajectories, and a labeled polygonal subdivision
of the area in which the trajectories move. We want to define similarity measures for tra-
jectories that take into account the context modeled by the subdivision.
4.1 Approaches
A trajectory in our setting has a spatio-temporal part (its position in time and space) as
well as a contextual part (its position in the labeled polygonal subdivision). Generally, we
see three approaches to context-aware movement similarity analysis: these two parts (i.e.
trajectory and context) can be treated as:
(1) equal and similarity computed in multi-dimensional space,
(2) independent and similarity computed separately,
(3) integrated and similarity computed in an integrated way.
Next, we briefly discuss the first two approaches and compare all three approaches. We
conclude that an integrated approach is most suitable and give a solution for this in Sec-
tion 4.2.
For the equal approach, the context parts (position in a labeled polygonal subdivision)
are mapped to numerical values for a (possibly weighted) multi-dimensional analysis.
Note that typically no straightforward such mapping will exist. Here, the mapping (and
possibly weighing) determines the relative weight of context vs. space and time.
For the independent approach, the trajectory is split into two: a (context-free) spatio-
temporal trajectory, and a (pure) context trajectory. The context trajectory would be the
sequence of labeled cells of the subdivision that the trajectory visits (and corresponding
time stamps). For example, consider the (short) trajectory:
〈(x1, y1, t1, C1), (x2, y2, t2, C1), (x3, y3, t3, C3)〉
Its spatio-temporal part is 〈(xa1, ya1, ta1), (xa2, ya2, ta2), (xa3, ya3, ta3)〉 and its context part
is 〈C1, C1, C3〉. Known similarity measures can be applied to the spatio-temporal trajectory
and the context trajectory separately. This gives two distance values: a spatial distance
and a context distance. These can then be combined using an additive (weighted sum) or
multiplicative (weighted average) approach, or one distance can be used as filter for the
other.
Comparison of approaches. We claim that the equal approach is not appropriate for two
reasons. First, mapping context (given as labels of a polygonal subdivision) to numerical
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Figure 3: Trajectories (in dashed, black) over geographic context (boundaries shown in
bold, blue).
values loses information. For instance, how to meaningfully map land cover types to nu-
merical values? Second, space, time, and context are not equal. The independent approach
applies only when location and geographic context are independent of each other, which
they seldom are. Hence, we claim that an integrative approach should be chosen.
Consider, for instance, the (abstract) situation in Figure 3. Four trajectories A,B,C,
D are shown over a subdivision of two cells. Trajectories A,B are closest spatially, but
differ in context. Trajectories C,D are close with respect to context, but differ spatially.
Trajectories B,C differ, when considering context and space separately. However, when
considering space and context jointly, trajectories B,C are the most similar. Trajectories
B,C are at first close spatially, but separated by context, then they are close in context, but
with a larger spatial distance. As another example, consider two hurricanes with similar
paths, but different points of landfall, due to one hurricane traveling along the coast before
making landfall. These would be considered more similar under an independent than an
integrated approach. In the following Section 4.2, we develop similarity measures in an
integrative approach.
4.2 Integrated similarity measures
Nowwe show how to extend existing similarity measures tomake them context-aware. For
this, we integrate contextual and spatial distance. The main idea is to define the distance
between two points as their spatial distance plus their context distance. Intuitively, this
means it “costs” to cross context boundaries. Points with equal contexts, i.e., in the same
cell of the subdivision, will get zero context cost. Thus, for equal context the distance
becomes the spatial distance.
Note that adding costs only makes sense if the two costs have comparable scales. That
is, we require to be able to combine spatial and context distance. If the spatial and con-
text distance are incomparable, then an integrative approach, which outputs one distance
value, seems infeasible. For convenience, we introduce a scaling parameter for the context
distance, which we call the context weight. This allows us to first define a context distance,
and then relate it to the spatial distance by setting the context weight. The value of the con-
text weight will be determined by the application, and choosing it appropriately is critical
for the analysis. In our experimental evaluation in Section 6 we discuss this in more detail.
Specifically, we suggest to choose the context weight based on an interpretation of it, and
running the analysis at different scales to evaluate the effect of the context weight.
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Based on this notion of integrated point-to-point distance, we propose a framework
consisting of three ingredients:
(1) a spatial distance, e.g., Euclidean distance,
(2) a context distance (see below), and
(3) a distance measure based on point-to-point distances, e.g., Hausdorff, Fre´chet, or
equal time distance.
Choosing all of these ingredients results in a context-aware similarity measure for trajec-
tories. That is, our approach extends known distance measures (3) to make them context-
aware, by adding a spatial distance (1) and a context distance (2). If all three ingredients
are metrics, so is the resulting measure.
In this approach, we take into account that space, time, and context are not equal. We
use time in the overall distance measure to determine the matching of points on the tra-
jectories. The relative weight of space and context is determined by the scaling parameter.
The framework also allows to integrate several context parameters, e.g., land cover and
slope. For this, we would simply add several context costs.
Next, we first discuss different options for a context distance. Then, we discuss how to
compute the resulting context-aware similarity measures.
In this study we consider three popular measures for trajectory similarity that are
based on spatial point-to-point distances: comparing distances at equal times [9, 21, 34],
the Fre´chet distance [6–8], and the Hausdorff distance [12, 36].
4.2.1 Context distance
We propose to use a cost between cells of the subdivision as context distance. That is,
similar context is determined not by the specific point in a cell but by the cell itself. An
alternative would be to use a context distance between points. A possible disadvantage of
a distance between cells is that this will ignore “islands,” see Figure 4 (a). The two shown
trajectories, though separated by a cell (e.g., island) of the subdivision, still lie in the same
cell. Thus, their context distance will be zero. A context distance between points could, for
instance, consider the context along (shortest) paths between the points and thus detect the
island. In some applications, this may be more meaningful.
An advantage of a distance between cells, however, is that the resulting distance mea-
sure is a metric. This property is not necessarily maintained when choosing a context dis-
tance between points, see Figure 4 (b). Suppose as context distance between two points we
add a cost for each cell boundary of the subdivision crossed by a shortest path between
the points. Then, as Figure 4 (b) shows, this context distance does not fulfill the triangle
inequality (the distance between the two outer trajectories will be less via the middle tra-
jectory than directly). To remedy this, one could use geodesic shortest paths between points,
i.e., allow paths to go around islands. This again, may lead to “jumping” over islands, that
is, islands may increase the spatial distance but not the context distance.
Summarizing, we propose a distance between cells, because it gives an intuitive and
sound definition. In particular, it handles the cases in Figure 2 and Figure 3.
Choices. For measuring similarity between cells of the subdivision we have two inde-
pendent choices to make, resulting in four different context distances between cells. The
choices are:
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Figure 4: Trajectories (in dashed, black) over a geographic context modeled as polygonal
subdivision (in bold, blue).
labels: unit cost or cost dependent on label of the cell,
paths: unit cost or cost of shortest path between cells.
The first choice refers to whether we assign a cost depending on the labels of the subdi-
vision, or not. A unit cost means the cost between cells does not depend on the label.
Alternatively, the cost may depend on the label. For instance, imagine the subdivision
models land cover. Then we may choose to give a higher cost between grass and water
than between grass and wood. If we choose a cost dependent on the labels, we still want to
maintain the triangle inequality. That is, we choose costs c(L1, L2) between labels L1, L2
such that for all three labels L1, L2, L3 holds c(L1, L3) ≤ c(L1, L2) + c(L2, L3). A unit cost
would assign an equal cost to all different labels (and zero to equal labels). This makes
sense, when the relation between labels is not known.
The second choice refers to whether we assign a cost depending on the distance of
the cells in the subdivision, or not. A unit cost means the cost between cells does not
depend on the distance. Alternatively, the cost may reflect the length of a shortest path
between the cells in the subdivision. The former only distinguishes whether two agents
are moving over the same type of context (e.g., land cover), while the latter would also
distinguish between different cells of the same type, (e.g., same land cover but separated
by an obstacle, as in Figure 2 (b)). For a cost based on path distance we consider the dual
graph of the subdivision. That is, we consider the graph, where each cell C constitutes
a vertex of the graph, and edges exists between neighboring cells. A shortest path then
refers to a path of minimal cost, where the cost of each edge is determined by the first
choice, that is, either a unit cost, or a cost depending on the labels of the cells. An example
of this is shown in Figure 5: the left hand shows a subdivision in four cells C1, C2, C3, C4
with labels corresponding to land cover (in blue), and the dual graph of the subdivision (in
black). The right hand shows the distance matrix between cells. For instance, the distance
between C2 and C3 equals c∗ = min(c1 + c3, c2 + c4) because there are two possible paths
via C1 or C4, the “cheaper” of which is chosen.
4.2.2 Computation
The proposed context-aware similarity measures can be computed by extending algorithms
for Hausdorff, Fre´chet and equal time distance in three ways:
(1) computing the context distance matrix (if using path lengths between cells),
(2) locating points in the subdivision and (if necessary) refining trajectories,
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(3) adding context costs when computing the distance measure.
The first two steps are pre-processing to the main algorithm in step 3.
Computing the context distance matrix. Theoretically this is known as the all-pairs short-
est paths problem on a planar graph. The fastest known algorithms for this problem on
planar graphs run in (sub)quadratic time. However, in practice, a slower, but simpler algo-
rithm, e.g., the well known Floyd-Warshall algorithm with a cubic execution time may be
preferred. In particular, this holds if the size of the subdivision is (much) smaller than the
size of the trajectories, and the algorithm in step 3 dominates the execution time.
Locating points in the subdivision and refining trajectories. If we do not need to refine
trajectories, then we only need to compute in which cells the vertices of the trajectories lie.
For this we can use a standard point location data structure like a trapezoidal map. Com-
puting this data structure takesO(m logm) preprocessing time. A point location query, that
is reporting the cell of a given trajectory point, then takes O(logm) time for a subdivision
of size m, with O(m) space requirements. Thus, this takes O(n logm) time for a trajectory
of size n.
If we need to refine the trajectories, we also need to find all intersections of the trajec-
tory with subdivision boundaries. For this, we use known algorithms to preprocess the
subdivision for ray shooting queries: given a point for which we know the location and a
ray starting at that point, we want to know where this ray intersects the subdivision. We
can do the preprocessing step in O(m) time, where m is the size of the subdivision. The
queries then take O(logm) time. We can locate the first vertex of the trajectory in O(logm)
time using a point location data structure. Then we can find the intersections of the first
trajectory edge and the location of the second vertex of the trajectory using a ray shooting
query from the first vertex in the direction of the second vertex. If we intersect a cell bound-
ary before reaching the second point, we continue from there. After reaching the second
vertex, we process the remaining trajectory in the same way. The running time of this step
is O(h logm) per shoot for h intersections. Thus, we need O((n + h) logm) time in total.
In practice, we expect that trajectories do not intersect the subdivision very often. In
this case, also simpler strategies apply, for example as described in the next section.
Adding context costs when computing the distance measure. Algorithms for the Haus-
dorff and equal time distance are straightforward to extend by simply adding the context
watergrass
forest grass
C2C1
C4C3
Distance matrix:
dual graph
C1 C2 C3 C4
C1 0 c1 c1 c3
C2 c1 0 c∗ c2
C3 c1 c∗ 0 c2
C4 c3 c2 c2 0
where c1 = c(forest, grass), c2 = c(grass, water),
c3 = c(forest, water) and c∗ = min(c1 + c3, c2 + c4)
Figure 5: Example of context distance along shortest paths.
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cost to the spatial cost. For the Fre´chet distance, the decision algorithm based on the free
space diagram [2] can be extended as follows. The description assumes familiarity with the
original algorithm; we omit further details here but refer for these to [2, 7]. First, we need
that the trajectories are segmented at context boundaries, as described in the preprocessing
above. Then each trajectory edge lies completely in one subdivision cell. With this, each
free space cell (corresponding to two trajectory edges) receives a constant extra context dis-
tance. To extend the algorithm, we simply add this in each cell. The execution time of this
algorithm does not change: O(n2 logn). Note that we have to refine the trajectories, thus
their complexity may increase. However, we expect to not add more than a linear number
of intersection points, which will not affect the asymptotic execution time. For computing
the Fre´chet distance, a set of critical values is searched, employing the decision algorithm
in each step [2]. Critical values are distances between points on the trajectories. Here, we
can again simply add the context distance.
4.2.3 Fre´chet distance in weighted regions
In a related approach, the Fre´chet distance is extended for weighted regions [13]. In this
approach, the cost of a path is modeled as the weighted sum of length of the path in each
weighted region. Our model of adding context costs when crossing context boundaries can
be “simulated” by their model, as follows: give each context boundary a width  (for some
small  > 0) andweight (ci+1). Give each cell the weight 1. Then a path of length  crossing
b boundaries has weight +
∑k
i+1 ci, which equals the length of the path plus context cost of
the path (in our model). Thus, we could use their algorithms for our approach. However,
their algorithms give approximate solutions and have much higher running times (more
than O(n4)).
5 Robustness to small changes in context
Our context-aware similarity measures combine a spatial distance and a context distance.
Whereas the spatial distance changes continually, context may change abruptly (e.g., type
of land cover). The similarity measures we have defined so far, take changes in context into
account independent of their duration. This may lead to unwanted effects, in particular,
when abrupt, but brief changes occur, e.g., due to noise in the data. In this section, we
discuss how to make our similarity measures more robust to brief changes in context.
Let us first consider such changes. In some cases, a brief change in context may be
significant, but often it is not. In the example of hurricanes, the following two scenarios
occur, illustrated in Figure 6:
• a hurricane moves over an inlet after landfall; and
• a hurricane moves over the tip of a body of land.
Both cases have a significant impact on the context trajectory, although they are likely not
relevant to the hurricane. In particular, a small change in the geographic path would alter
the context distance significantly, e.g., if the hurricane made landfall just next to the inlet,
or moved just under the tip of body of land.
For instance, if we look again at the hurricanes Erin and Katrina (see Figure 9, right).
We would intuitively say that these have equal context with respect to land/sea. How-
ever, hurricane Katrina moved over an inlet after hitting land near New Orleans. Thus,
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her context (on a fine scale) differs from that of Erin. This implies, that for a large context
weight, hurricanes Katrina and Erin will be considered different by our context-aware sim-
ilarity measures. However that Katrina moved over an inlet is insignificant for her path.
Therefore, we would like our similarity measures to be more robust to such brief changes
in context. That is, we would like to be able to consider context at a coarser scale. Note that
this problem does not occur for spatial distance, which changes continuously.
There are several possibilities to take into account the duration of a change in context
(and reduce the influence of brief changes) in our similarity measures. The duration can
be taken into account in the annotation process of the context variable, as well as in the
computation of context distance, or both. Generally, the idea is to aggregate the context in
a neighborhood of a point. Next, we discuss several options of choosing a neighborhood,
and of assigning an aggregated context value in a neighborhood. Some of these are more
closely tied to the annotation process, and others more to the computation process.
For the neighborhood of a point we consider two options, as illustrated in Figure 7:
• a geographic neighborhood (e.g., a spatial disc around each point), and
• a neighborhood along the trajectory.
Using a geographic neighborhood needs to be incorporated in the annotation process.
Using a neighborhood on the trajectory does not require further annotation. Both types
of neighborhoods have their applications in different cases. Sometimes the context for a
geographic neighborhood of the trajectory may be available, for instance in the case of
land/sea for hurricanes. However, sometimes it may not, and one may have only an anno-
tated trajectory in hand. For instance, this is the case for a hurricane annotated by internal
wind speed or an animal trajectory annotated by activity type.
The choice of neighborhood size determines the scale we wish to consider. However,
we need to take into account that the size of neighborhood, and the methods we propose,
are influenced by the granularity of the data. In particular, choosing a neighborhood on
the trajectory is restricted by the sampling granularity of the trajectory. Furthermore, a
trajectory neighborhood should be defined in terms of space or temporal duration, rather
than number of sampling points, which coincide only for regular sampling.
Given the context values in a neighborhood of a point, we propose three options of
assigning an aggregated context value for the point, namely by choosing:
• the predominant context value,
• the weighted average context value, or
• the minimized context cost.
Figure 6: Trajectories (in dashed, black) over a geographic context (in bold, blue).
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for the point. For the predominant context value, we simply take the context value of
the majority of points, possibly with a weighing of points (e.g., giving the actual point a
higher weight). For the weighted average, we compute an average context value, where
the weights correspond to the distribution of context type in a neighborhood. Note, that
in the case of non-continuous context values (e.g., land cover in contrast to temperature),
this leads to d-dimensional context values where d is the number of context classes. A
predominant or weighted average context value can be assigned during the annotation
process or as a preprocessing step (as well as during computation). A minimized context
cost of two points is the minimum context distance over all pairs of context values in the
neighborhoods of these points. Such a minimized context cost can only be chosen in the
computation process.
An advantage of the minimized context cost is that it can (by definition) only decrease
with growing neighborhood sizes. That is, the minimized context cost is monotone decreas-
ing with respect to neighborhood sizes. Selecting the predominate or weighted averaging
value do not follow this rule. That is, with growing neighborhood sizes, the context dis-
tance obtained from these values may increase or decrease. A weighted average context
value is most suitable for continuous context values (e.g., temperature) that is sparse but
relatively precise. For data with faraway outliers or abrupt changes in context, averaging
is less applicable. Here, choosing a predominant context value is more robust.
For a minimized context cost, the resulting distance measure is no longer a metric (the
triangle inequality is no longer fulfilled). Figure 8 shows examples, where this is the case,
and also illustrates the difference between a geographic neighborhood and a neighborhood
on the trajectory. Using either neighborhood type, the middle trajectory in the left figure
will be considered similar (in context) to both the lower and the upper trajectory, whereas
the upper and lower trajectories are clearly different (in context). In the right figure, this
happens only using geographic neighborhoods, not trajectory neighborhoods.
Note that in all cases, the resulting context value depends on the size of the neighbor-
hood we choose, as well as the granularity of the data. When choosing the predominant
context value or minimizing the context cost, the size of neighborhood can be thought of as
the scale at which we ignore changes in context. For an averaged context value, the neigh-
borhood size can be thought of as “width” of smoothing. Again, we stress that reasonable
neighborhood sizes heavily depend on the data granularity.
6 Evaluation on hurricane and albatross data
In the previous section, we proposed context-aware similarity measures for trajectories,
which extend known measures. Furthermore, we discussed how to make these robust
Figure 7: Trajectory neighborhoods: geographic (right) or along the trajectory (left).
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to small changes in context. We implemented these measures for the Fre´chet distance,
and tested them on two data sets: hurricane and albatross tracking data. Our aim is to
demonstrate the effect and usefulness of our approach. For this, we chose two different
data sets: hurricanes with land cover (land/sea) and albatross with wind speed as context.
For the hurricanes, the context is given in form of a (simple) labeled subdivision, and we
use a distance between cells of this division as context distance. For the albatross, the
context is given as continuous attribute to the data, and we us difference in wind speed as
context distance. Next, we first describe the similarity measures used, the experiments on
hurricane, and then on albatross data.
6.1 Similarity measures
We used context-aware Fre´chet distance at different context weights. On the hurricane
data we also tested several robustness extensions. We chose Fre´chet distance as a distance
measure that compares the shape of the tracks well. For the context distance of hurricanes,
we chose a unit distance between land/sea (the only option between only two labels) and
a shortest path distance between cells (here, paths had length at most two, with only one
large sea cell). For the context distance of albatross, we used difference in wind speed. In
both cases, we varied the value of the context weight at similar magnitudes as the spatial
distance (see below). Thus, in the terminology of Section 4, for hurricanes we used the
following ingredients: (1) Euclidean distance, (2) shortest path distance with unit costs
between different labels, and different context weights, (3) Fre´chet distance.
Context weight. Recall that the context weight is used to weigh the context distance, thus
putting the spatial and context distance in relation. In particular a context weight of zero
implies ignoring context. One can interpret the context weight as follows: Two hurricanes
with spatial distance close to zero but differing context are considered as similar as two
hurricanes with equal context and a spatial distance of the value of the context weight. In
our experiments, we used the context weights 0, 300, and 500 for hurricanes, and 0, 10, and
20 for albatross. These values were chosen as representative values of similar magnitude
as the spatial distances of the hurricanes (see Table 1 and Table 3).
Robustness. For the hurricane data we compared choosing the predominant context
value and minimizing the context cost in a neighborhood along the trajectory. Since we
had only relatively sparse trajectory neighborhoods available, we did not average context
values. We used trajectory neighborhoods of 3, 5, and 7 trajectory points.
Figure 8: Trajectories (in dashed, black) over a geographic context (in bold, blue).
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6.2 Hurricane data
Context. For hurricanes, similarity is an interesting analysis task, which is for instance
relevant for predicting hurricane paths (see Section 1). Hurricanes are known to be influ-
enced by geographic context, in particular land/sea. Important geographic context factors
for hurricanes can be distinguished as follows:
• external factors: temperature, barometric pressure, land/sea, topography
• internal factors: intensification, wind speed, move speed, diameter
In our tests we used land/sea as an important geographic context.
Data set. We considered hurricanes in the North Atlantic Basin in the years 1995, 2004,
and 2005. The data was obtained fromNOAANational Hurricane Center1. The hurricanes
are tracked every 6 hours (00:00, 06:00, 12:00, 18:00). The chosen years had predominant
hurricane activities with 17 storms in 1995, 11 storms in 2004, and 20 storms in 2005, thus
48 in total. Furthermore, we used a geographic data set containing the coast lines for the
polygonal subdivision into land/sea.
Preprocessing. We cut the hurricanes at longitude 55° W at start and end, to ensure that
entire hurricanes locate in a similar spatial region. Large differences in starts and ends
would otherwise dominate the distance value. The data set is shown in Figure 9 (a). Next,
we located and annotated trajectory points in the subdivision and computed intersection
points of the trajectory with the coastlines. For this, since we have a sparse subdivision,
we first split the coast line into constant size pieces. Then we build an R-tree of bounding
boxes of these pieces, and query in this structure.
1http:www.nhc.noaa.gov
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Similarity analysis. We analyzed the similarity of the hurricane data using the context-
aware similarity measure described above. That is, we computed the similarity of all pairs
of hurricanes in this set, i.e., the complete distance matrix, using context-aware Fre´chet
distance at different context weights and with and without different robustness extensions.
From this, we extracted the most similar pairs of hurricanes, and compared these for dif-
ferent measures.
First we computed the context-aware Fre´chet distances at different context weights
without robustness extensions, since the data did not contain noise or outliers. However, as
we see below, we will need robustness to small but abrupt changes in context, that have no
significant influence on the hurricanes’ paths. We describe the results of these experiments
below.
Varying context weights. Table 1 shows the context-aware Fre´chet distances for three
different context weights (0km, 300km, 500km) of the nine spatially closest pairs of hur-
ricanes. Besides the computed distance values (distance), for easier comparison the table
also gives the ranks (rank) according to the order by these distance values. That is, for each
context weight, we order hurricane pairs by increasing distances, and rank k means that
a pair of hurricanes is the kth in this order. Thus, the rank gives an indication of relative
distances. For instance, Chantal–Luis and Chantal–Irenemove higher up in the order (have
smaller rank) for larger context weight. This is because they have equal context (land), and
therefore the context-aware distance is not affected by the context weight (see their distance
values). Note that rank “-” indicates a rank lower than 10; we only show higher ranks to
indicate high similarity of these hurricanes.
H1 H2 context rank rank rank distance distance distance
(0) (300) (500) (0) (300) (500)
Harvey Nate water 1 1 1 248km 248km 248km
Alex Gaston water/land 2 4 - 315km 561km 761km
Chantal Luis water 3 2 2 489km 489km 489km
Erin Katrina water/land 4 5 - 482km 614km 814km
Alex Ophelia water/land 5 - - 531km 808km 1008km
Erin Rita water/land 6 - - 550km 850km 1050km
Chantal Irene water 7 3 3 551km 551km 551km
Katrina Rita water/land 8 - - 572km 698km 898km
Allison Wilma water/land 9 - - 615km 872km 1072km
Table 1: The context-aware Fre´chet distances and ranks of the nine spatially closest pairs of
hurricanes for three different context weights.
Half of the hurricanes in Table 1 go only over water. For these, context distance is zero,
thus the summed difference does not increase. For our analysis, hurricanes crossing land
are more interesting. We find that hurricanes with differing context, such as Hurricanes
Rita and Katrina in Figure 9 (right), are distinguished well by our method when adding
a context cost. However, hurricanes, which have changing, but similar context, such as
Hurricanes Erin and Katrina in Figure 9 (right) remain more similar: they have the smallest
distance and rank among all hurricanes with a water/land context. To see that this makes
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sense, consider the track and intensity development of these two hurricanes. They first
cross Florida before re-emerging in the gulf and making secondary landfall. One can see
that they weaken over land, then re-intensify as they move back over the water. However,
Katrina had more time to re-intensity over the warm waters of the Gulf of Mexico before
making landfall again. In contrast, Hurricane Rita does not cross over Florida, making its
first landfall between Louisiana and Texas. Hence, Rita had a very different development
than Erin and Katrina.
However, note that Erin and Katrina still have an increasing distance with increasing
context weight. This is due to a small change in context, which is only visible at a fine scale.
Next, we show how this is handled by our robustness extensions.
Robustness. We tested our robustness extensions on the three hurricanes Erin, Rita, and
Katrina, which exhibit different context similarities at different scales. At a fine scale, all
three hurricanes have different (land/water) contexts, see Figure 9 (right).
• Erin: water – land (Florida) – water – land
• Katrina: water – land (Florida) – water – land – water (inlet) – land
• Rita: water – land
At a coarser scale, the inlet disappears. At an even coarser scale, also Florida may dis-
appear; in particular, this will happen if we use trajectory neighborhoods. Intuitively, we
would like to slightly decrease the scale, so that only the inlet disappears, and Erin and
Katrina will be similar, but not Rita.
H1 H2 distance distance distance distance distance distance
non-robust 3-min 5-min 3-pred 5-pred 7-pred
Erin Katrina c+163 km 482 km 482 km 482 km c+300 km 482 km
Erin Rita c+462 km 1302 km 549 km c+462 km c+462 km 633 km
Rita Katrina c+320 km 571 km 571 km c+250 km 571 km 571 km
Table 2: Distances between the hurricanes Erin, Katrina, and Rita for a context weight
c ≥ 900. Here, k-min/pred refers to a minimized context cost/predominant context value
in a neighborhood of size k.
Our results for the robustness extensions on these hurricanes are summarized in Table 2.
We see that the non-robust Fre´chet distance (labeled “non-robust”) distinguishes between
all three hurricanes. Choosing a minimized context cost results in equal contexts and thus
stable distances for all pairs of hurricanes already in a size 3 neighborhood (labeled 3-min
in the table). Note that the large, but stable distance between Erin and Rita comes from the
fact that minimization allows to create false “islands.” Choosing the predominant context
value in a neighborhood results in equal contexts and thus stable distances for all pairs
of hurricanes only in a size 7 neighborhood (labeled 7-pred in the table). A predominant
context value for neighborhoods of size 3 and 5 displays the non-monotonicity of the mea-
sure. A predominant context value for size 3 results in the intuitive similarity of Erin and
Katrina, but not Rita.
The granularity of our data is relatively sparse compared to the scale at whichwewould
like to ignore changes in context. For large neighborhood sizes (3 for a minimized context
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Figure 10: Nine Galapagos albatrosses flight between the Galapagos Islands (i.e., nesting
site) and the Peruvian coast (i.e., foraging site). Tracks are annotated with wind speed
(m/s): dark blue represents higher and light blue lower wind speed.
distance, 7 for predominant context values), we not only ignore the inlet but also Florida.
This demonstrates that neighborhood sizes need to be chosen at the magnitude at which
one wants to ignore changes in context. In particular, the granularity of the data restricts
this magnitude.
6.3 Albatross data
In the second case study, we investigate the movement similarity of nine Galapagos Al-
batrosses tracked from June to September 2008 at sampling interval of 90 minutes. These
albatrosses make extensive movements between the Galapagos Islands (i.e., nesting site)
and the Peruvian coast (i.e., foraging site) [16]. The Movebank Env-DATA System (envi-
ronmental data automated track annotation system) was used to link albatross movement
tracks to wind datasets [16]. Using the Movebank Env-DATA service, the nine albatross
tracks were first annotated with wind speed (m/s) computed from u- and v-wind com-
ponents obtained from the NCEP Reanalysis 2 dataset2 [16]. Figure 10 visualizes the nine
tracks annotated with wind speed. As seen in the figure, albatrosses encounter a varied
wind speed pattern and mostly are challenged by the wind along their outbound flights to
the Peruvian coast [16, 42]. Thus here we study the effect of wind speed on the albatross
outbound flight paths from the Galapagos to the coast.
Preprocessing and analysis We (manually) segmented the tracks to obtain the flights
from the Galapagos to the coast. This resulted in 16 flights in total. We computed the
distance matrix for these flights using several context weights. For each scale we list the
ten most similar pairs in Table 3 (flights are indexed 0 to 15).
Choosing context weight We computed spatial distance in km and context distance (i.e.,
difference in wind speed) in m/s. Spatial distances for the ten most similar pairs of flights
ranged between 35 and 54km (cf. Table 3). Wind speeds typically ranged between 0 and
2http:www.esrl.noaa.gov
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Figure 11: Flights of Albatross from the Galapagos to the coast. The left pair stays similar,
the middle pair becomes less similar, and the right pair becomes more similar.
5m/s. Hence, we chose 10 and 20 as representative context values for a spatial and context
distance of similar magnitude.
F1 F2 dist
9 12 35
9 15 38
6 14 39
0 1 42
13 14 42
4 5 49
4 10 49
0 14 50
12 15 53
6 13 54
F1 F2 dist
9 12 59
9 15 68
13 14 69
0 1 70
4 10 72
12 15 76
0 14 79
6 14 82
5 10 84
4 5 91
F1 F2 dist
13 14 96
0 1 98
9 12 102
9 15 106
12 15 110
5 10 110
7 9 116
6 14 127
4 11 128
0 14 132
Table 3: The ten pairs of flights with smallest context-aware Fre´chet distances at context
weights: 0 (left), 10 (middle), and 20 (right).
Results Table 3 shows how the distances change with growing context weights. Some
trajectory pairs (e.g., 9, 12; 9, 15; 0, 1; 13, 14) remain (relatively) similar for growing context
weights. In contrast pairs 12, 15 and 5, 10 become relatively more similar; and pairs 4, 5
and 6, 14 become less similar. Figure 11 shows examples of these pairs.
7 Conclusion and future work
We propose to include geographic context in the analysis of movement data. Specifically,
this study proposed context-aware similarity measures for trajectories. These measures ex-
tend known similarity measures, integrating a spatial and a context distance. The context
distance is based on a subdivision modeling of the geographic context. The proposed mea-
sures were enhanced to be more robust to small changes in context that are not reflected
in the spatial distance. The developed methods were tested on two different movement
datasets (i.e., hurricane and albatross tracking data). The results suggests that our method
is fast, simple, and effective. That is, it distinguishes trajectories by their spatial as well as
contextual similarity.
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We see several paths for future work. We would like to apply our ideas on integrating
context into the analysis of movement inmore knowledge discovery tasks such as trajectory
clustering, simulation, movement pattern analysis. We plan to employ our method in fur-
ther case studies on movement data, in particular taking into account geographic context
in the form of different categories of land cover, habitat, and vegetation types. Context dis-
tances that take into account “islands” are an interesting open question as well, which we
plan to consider further. Finally, we considered mainly polygonal subdivisions to model
the geographic context. Although this covers many interesting types of geographic context,
there are other types of context (e.g., continuous attributes, interactions with other agents)
to be explored further.
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